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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the authors extend and generalize some results of previous workers to

completely semiprime -rings. If U is an admissible Lie ideal of a completely semiprime -ring M,

d is a (U, M)-derivation of M and f is a generalized (U, M)-derivation of M then under some

suitable conditions, workers prove that f(uv) = f(u) v + ud(v) holds for all u, v  U and   .
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INTRODUCTION

The notions of generalized derivation and Jordan generalized derivation of -rings

have been introduced by Ceven and Ozturk (2004). The notions of generalized derivation

in rings was introduced by Hvala (1998) and Bresar (1991). Afterwards, many authors

investigated comparable results on prime and semiprime rings with generalized

derivtions. ),( RU -derivations in rings have been introduced by Faraj, Haetinger and

Majeed (2010) as a generalization of Jordan derivations on a Lie ideal of a ring. Rahman

and Paul (2014) introduced ),( MU -derivations in -rings as a generalization of Jordan

derivations on Lie ideals of a -ring and proved that, )()(=)( vduvudvud    for

all  ,, Uvu where U  is an admissible Lie ideal of M  and d is a ),( MU -

derivation of M . Rahman and Paul (2014) also proved that, if Uuu   for all Uu and

  then )()(=)( mdumudmud    for all MmUu  , and  . Following the

notion of ),( MU -derivation, Rahman and Paul (2013) introduced the concept of

generalized ),( MU -derivation and proved the analogous results considering generalized

),( MU -derivations of prime -rings corresponding to the results of ),( MU -derivations.

The concept of a -ring was first introduced by Nobusawa (1964) and afterwards it was

generalized by Barnes (1966). Many properties of -rings were obtained by Barnes

(1966), Kyuno (1978), Luh (1969) and others.

 Let M and  be additive abelian groups. If there is a mapping MMM 
such that the conditions (x + y) z = xz + yz, x( + )y = xy + xy, x(y + z) = xy +

xz and (xy)z = x(yz) are satisfied for all Mzyx ,, and  , ,  then M  is

called a -ring. This concept is more general than that of a ring. A -ring M  is
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semiprime if 0=aMa   (with Ma ) implies 0=a  and completely semiprime if

0=aa  (with Ma ) implies 0=a . A -ring M  is 2-torsion free if 0=2a  implies

0=a  ( ).Ma For any Myx ,  and  , the commutator xyyx   is denoted by

.],[ yx  An additive subgroup U  M  is said to be a Lie ideal of M if MmUu  ,

and   implies Umu ],[ . If the Lie ideal U satisfies Uuu   for all Uu and

 then U is called square closed. U  is an admissible Lie ideal of M  if the Lie ideal

U is square closed and U Z(M), where )(MZ denotes the centre of M. Awtar (1984)

extended a well known result of Herstein (1957) to Lie ideals and proved that

)()(=)( vudvuduvd   for all ,, Uvu   where U( Z) is a square closed Lie ideal of a 2-

torsion free prime ring R and RRd :  is an additive mapping such that

)()(=)( 2 uuduudud   holds for all .Uu  Ashraf and Rehman (2000) studied Lie ideals

and Jordan left derivations of prime rings. Halder and Paul (2012) extended the results of

Ceven (2002) to Lie ideals.

 In this paper, the authors generalize some results of Rahman and Paul (2013) for

admissible Lie ideal of a completely semiprime -ring M using the new concept of a

generalized ),( MU -derivation of M. The workers require that cbacba  = holds for

all Mcba ,, and  , (throughout the paper the authors denoted it by the symbol *)

and assume that U is an admissible Lie ideal of M.

The authors proved that, if f is a generalized (U, M)-derivation of a completely

semiprime -ring M with an associated (U, M)-derivation d of M and abfbaf  )(=)(

and )(=)( adbbda  holds for all Uba , and  , then f(uv) = f(u)v + ud(v)

holds for all Uvu , and  .

Some Consequeces of Generalized (U, M)-Derivations of Completely Semiprime -

Rings :

Rahman and Paul (2013) introduced the concept of generalized ),( MU -derivation

of a -ring in the following way:

Definition 1. Let U  be a Lie ideal of a -ring M . An additive mapping

MMf :  is a generalized ),( MU -derivation of M  if there exists a ),( MU -

derivation d of M such that )()()()(=)( udsusfmdumufusmuf    is

satisfied for all MsmUu  ,;  and  .

The following are examples of ),( MU -derivation and generalized ),( MU -

derivation of a -ring.

Example 1. Let R  be an associative ring with 1, and let U  be a Lie ideal of R . Let

)(= 1,2 RMM  and
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= , then M  is a -ring.
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Let MRxxxN  }:),{(= , then N  is a sub -ring of M . Let

}:),{(=1 UuuuU  , then 1U  is a Lie ideal of N . Let RRf :  be a generalized

),( RU -derivation. Then there exists a ),( RU -derivation RRd :  such that

)()(=)( xudxufsuuxf  )()( usdusf  for all .,, RsxUu   If defined a mapping

NND :  by ))(),((=)),(( xdxdxxD , then one gets

.))(),((=

)),((=

)),(),((=)),(
0

),(),(
0

),((

ynuunxdynuunxd

ynuunxynuunxD

ynuynuunxunxDuu
n

yyxx
n

uuD






















After some straight forward calculation, the authors get

),()()()(=)( 111111111111 uDyuyDxDuxuDuyxuD  

where ),(=,
0

=),,(= 11 xxx
n

uuu 







  and ).,(=1 yyy  Hence D  is a ),( 1 NU -

derivation on .N  Let NNF :  be the additive mapping defined by )),(( xxF ,

))(),((= xfxf then considering 
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).()()()(=)( 111111111111 uDyuyFxDuxuFuyxuF  

Hence F  is a generalized ),( 1 NU derivation on N .

To generalize some results of Rahman and Paul (2013) in completely semiprime -

rings with generalized ),( MU -derivations, the authors developed some important

preparatory results as follows.
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Lemma 2.1 If f  is a generalized ),( MU derivation of M  for which d  is the

associated ),( MU derivation of M . Then for all MmUvu  ;,  and ,, 

.)()()(=)( udmuumduumufumuf  

Proof. By the definition of generalized ),( MU -derivation of M , one obtaines

)()()()(=)( udsusfmdumufusmuf    for all MsmUu  ,;  and

 .

Replacing m and s by )(2)(2 ummu   and letting

,))(2)((2))(2)((2= uummuummuuw  

on the one hand, one gets

))()()()()()(2(=)( udummuuummufummuduummuufwf  

)()()()()()(2(= udmuumdumduumuduumufmuuf  

))()()()()()( udumudmuuudmuumfumduumuf  

)()()()()()(2(= udmuumdumduumuduumufmuuf  

)).()()()()()( udumudmuuudmuumfumduumuf   (1)

On the other hand, one gets

)(4))()(

)()()()(2(=

)(4))()(

)()()()(2(=

)(2)(2))(2)((2=)(

umufudumuudm

uumfmduumudumuuf

umufudumuudm

uumfmduumudumuuf

umufumufuummuufwf
















(2)

Comparing (1) and (2), and M  is 2-torsion free,

.,;;),()()(=)(   MmUuudmuumduumufumuf

Definition 2. Let M  be a 2-torsion free completely semiprime -ring satisfying the
condition (*), and U be a Lie ideal of M. Let f be a generalized (U, M)-derivation of M

with an associated (U, M)- derivation d of M . Then for all Uvu ,  and , oen can

define )()()(=),( bdabafbafbaG   .

Lemma 2.2 Let M  be 2-torsion free completely semiprime -ring satisfying the

condition (*) , and U  be a Lie ideal of M . Let f be a generalized (U, M)-derivation of

M with an associated (U, M)-derivation d of M. Then for all Ucba ,, and  , , the

following statements hold:

(i) 0;=),(),( abGbaG  

(ii) ),(),(=),( cbGcaGcbaG   ;
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(iii) ),(),(=),( caGbaGcbaG   ;

(iv) ).,(),(=),( baGbaGbaG  

Lemma 2.3 Let M  be a 2-torsion free completely semiprime -ring satisfying the

condition (*), and U  be a Lie ideal of M . If Uu  such that 0=]],[,[ xuu  for all

Mx and  , then 0.=],[ xu

Proof. The authors have 0=]],[,[ xuu  for all Mx and .  For every  ,

replacing x  by xx , one obtains

.],[],2[=

],[],[]],[,[],[],[]],[,[=

]],[,[]],[,[=

]],[],[,[=

]],[,[=0



















xuxu

xuxuxxuuxuxuxuux

xxuuxuxu

xxuxuxu

xxuu





By the 2-torsion freeness of M , one can obtain 0=],[],[   xuxu . Since M  is

completely semiprime, hence 0=],[ xu for all Mx and .

Lemma 2.4 Let M  be a 2-torsion free completely semiprime -ring satisfying the

condition (*), and U be a commutative Lie ideal of M , then )(MZU  .

Proof. Since U is commutative, so one can have 0=]],[,[ xuu  for all

MxUu  , and .  Then by Lemma 2.3, we get 0=],[ xu . This implies

)(MZU  .

Lemma 2.5 Let M  be a 2-torsion free completely semiprime -ring satisfying the

condition (*). If 0U  is a sub--ring and a Lie ideal of M, then either )(MZU   or

U  contains a non-zero ideal of M.

Proof.  If U  is a commutative a Lie ideal of M , then by Lemma 2.4, )(MZU  .

So, let U  be a non-commutative Lie ideal of M , then for some Mvu ,  and  ,

one gets Uvu ],[ . Hence there exists an ideal I of M generated by )0(],[ vu  and

.UI 

Lemma 2.6 Let M  be a 2-torsion free completely semiprime -ring satisfying the

condition (*). If U Z(M), then )(=)( MZUZ .

Proof. )(UZ  is both a sub--ring and a Lie ideal of M  such that )(UZ  does not

contain non-zero ideal of M. Therefore in view of Lemma 2.5, we obtain that

)()( MZUZ  . Hence ).(=)( MZUZ

Lemma 2.7 Let M  be a 2-torsion free completely semiprime -ring satisfying the

condition  (*), and U  be a Lie ideal of M , then ).(=)],([ UZUUZ 
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Proof. Let Ma  be any element. If 0=]],[,[ UUa , then one can 0=],[ Ua .

Therefore, )(=)],([ UZUUZ  . If [U, U]  Z(M) then by Lemma 2.6, )(UZa .

Hence a centralizes .U  On the other hand, let )(],[ MZUU  . Then one can have

0=]],[,[ auu  for all MaUu  , and .  Thus in view of Lemma 2.4, one obtains

0=],[ au  for all MaUu  , and .  Therefore )(UZa .

Lemma 2.8 Let M be 2-torsion free completely semiprime -ring satisfying the

condition (*);U be a Lie ideal of M and f  be a generalized (U, M)-derivation of M with

an associated (U, M)-derivation d of M . Then 0=),(],[],[),( baGbababaG   
for all a,bU and  , .

Proof. For any Uba , and ,,  let ).2(= baababbaw  

Using Definition1, one gets

).()2()()(2)()2()()(2=

))(2)()()((2=)(

badabbaabfabdbaabbaf

baababbafwf







 On the other hand, using Lemma 2.1 one may get

).(2)(2)(2)(2

)(2)(2)(2)(2=

)()(2)(2

)()(2)()(2)(2)()(2=

)))(())(((2=)(

bdaabbadabbaadbbaabf

adbbaabdbaabbdaabbaf

bdaabbaadb

baabfadbbaabbdaabbaf

baababbafwf

















 Equating the two expressions for )(wf , one gets

0.=))()()((2))()()((2

))()()(2())()()(2(

bdabafbadabadbabfabdba

baadbabfabfabbdabafbaf







Now, using Definition 2, one obtains

0.=),(2),(2),(2),(2 baGababGbabaabGabbaG   

Using Lemma 2.2(i), one gets

0.=),(2),(2),(2),(2 baGabbaGbababaGabbaG   

By the 2-torsion freeness of M , one gets

0=),(],[],[),( baGbababaG    for all Uba , and  , .

Lemma 2.9 Let M  be a 2-torsion free completely semiprime -ring;U be a Lie

ideal of M ; Uba , and  . If 0=abba    then .0= abba 

Proof.  Suppose that Uba ,  and   such that .0=abba  

Let  be any element. Using the relation abba  =  repeatedly, one gets
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.0)()(8

).()4(=)(22=

)(22=))(4(=

))(4(=)()4(=)()4(






baba

babababa

bbaabbaa

baabbaabbaba







Since M  is 2-torsion free, so 0.=)()( baba  Hence, 0.=)()( baba  

By the complete semiprimeness of M, one gets 0.=ba  Similarly 0.=ab

Corollary 2.1 Let M  be a 2-torsion free completely semiprime -ring satisfying

the condition (*) ; U  be a Lie ideal of M and f be a generalized (U, M)-derivation of M

with an associated (U, M)- derivation d of M . Then for all Uba , and

, 0.=),(],[)(0;=],[),()( baGbaiibabaGi  

Proof.  Applying the result of Lemma 2.9 in that of Lemma 2.8, one obtains these

results.

Lemma 2.10 Let M  be a 2-torsion free completely semiprime -ring satisfying the

condition (*); U  be a Lie ideal of M  and let f  be a generalized (U, M)-derivation of M

with an associated (U, M)- derivation d of M . Then for all Uyxba ,,,

and :,, 

0.=),(],[)(0;=],[),()(

0=),(],[)(0;=],[),()(

baGyxivyxbaGiii

baGyxiiyxbaGi








Proof. (i)  If one substitutes xa   for a  in the Corollary 2.1 (i), then he gets

.0=],[),(   bxabxaG 

By using Lemma 2.2 (ii),

0.=],[),(],[),(],[),(],[),(   bxbxGbabxGbxbaGbabaG 

Now, by using Corollary 2.1(i), one obtains 0.=],[),(],[),(   babxGbxbaG 

That is, .],[),(=],[),(   babxGbxbaG 

Now, 0.=],[),(],[),(=)],[),(()],[),((   babxGbxbaGbxbaGbxbaG 

Hence, by the complete semiprimeness of M, 0.=],[),(   bxbaG

Similarly, by replacing yb   for b  in this result, one gets 0.=],[),(   yxbaG

(ii) Proceeding in the same way as described above by the similar replacements

successively in Corollary 2.1 (ii), one obtains MyxbabaGyx  ,,,0,=),(],[    and

., 

(iii) Replacing    for   in (i), one gets 0.=],[),(    yxbaG
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By using Lemma 2.2(iv), 0.=)],[],([)),(),((   yxyxbaGbaG 

This implies,

0.=],[),(],[),(],[),(],[),(   yxbaGyxbaGyxbaGyxbaG 

Thus by using (i), one gets 0.=],[),(],[),(   yxbaGyxbaG 

That is, .],[),(=],[),(   yxbaGyxbaG   Thus,

0.=],[),(],[),(=)],[),(()],[),((   yxbaGyxbaGyxbaGyxbaG 

Hence, by the complete semiprimeness of M, one obtains 0.=],[),(   yxbaG

(iv) By performing the similar replacement in (ii) (as in the proof of (iii)), one gets

this result.

Remark 2.1 If U  is a commutative Lie ideal of M, then )(MZU  . So by

Definition 1 and using 2-torsion freeness of M, one gets )()(=)( bdabafbaf    for

all Uba , and .  Thus for the next results, it may be assumed that U Z(M).

Generalized (U, M)-Derivations of Completely Semiprime -Rings

The authors proved the main results as follows:

Theorem 3.1 Let M be a 2-torsion free completely semiprime -ring satisfying the

condition (*), U be an admissible Lie ideal of M , and let f  be a generalized (U, M)-

derivation of M with an associated (U, M)- derivation d of M . If abfbaf  )(=)(  and

)(=)( adbbda  holds for all Uba , and  , then )()(=)( bdabafbaf   for

all Uba , and .

Proof. By Lemma 2.10 (iii), we have 0=],[),(   yxbaG  for

all Uyxba ,,, and .,,   Also, by Lemma 2.10(iv), 0=),(],[ baGyx    for

all Uyxba ,,, and .,, 

Now 0.=),(],[],[),(=]],[),,([ baGyxyxbaGyxbaG   

Thus, )(=)(=)],([),( MZUZUUZbaG  , by Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.7

Therefore, ).(),( MZbaG   Next, one may obtain

Therefore, one gets ).],([),(=),(),(2   bafbaGbaGbaG (3)

 Now, by Definition 1, Lemma 2.10(iii) and 2.10(iv) with the hypothesis,

)).,((],2[),()],([2=

)),((],[),()],([)],([),(],[)),((=

)),(],[],[),((=0

baGdyxbaGyxf

baGdyxbaGyxfyxdbaGyxbaGf

baGyxyxbaGf

















Since M  is 2-torsion free, so 0.=)),((],[),()],([ baGdyxbaGyxf   
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That is, )).,((],[=),()],([ baGdyxbaGyxf    (4)

 Then from (3) and (4),

0.=

)),((],[),(=

),()],([),(=),(),(),(2

baGdbabaG

baGbafbaGbaGbaGbaG










 That is, 0.=),(),(),(2 baGbaGbaG    As M is 2-torsion free, so one can have

0.=),(),(),( baGbaGbaG  

This shows that, ),( baG  is a nilpotent element of the completely semiprime -ring

M , where ).(),( MZbaG   Since the centre of a completely semiprime -ring does not

contain any nonzero nilpotent element, so one gets 0=),( baG  for all Uba , and

.  Therefore, one gets )()(=)( bdabafbaf    for all Uba , and .
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